
The Light Fantastic



 Rock and roll gives way to something softer and Jasmine begins to sway to its rhythm.  

As if delighted by memory, her green eyes shine as she glides across the room on strings and 

reeds, through ribbons of blue cigarette smoke, hair cascading over her face as she gently rolls 

her head until, dizzily, she loses her balance and misses a step.  It’s girlish and disarming and it’s 

at moments like this when I think:  the Limerick reactor could do no better than this:  she is 

fusion, clean and self-perpetuating and will power my city for centuries.  There must be a 

confluence of the rivers of our youth where, at the Golden Triangle of her limpid emotion and the 

Penn’s Landing of my hypertonic mania, a coffee bud will explode in a drug called love.  Right 

in the middle of her apartment she executes a pirouette for me.  This dance is for me.  And when 

her feet strain and arch as she rises to the very tips of her toes, the nails of which are lacquered to 

match the butcher-shop shade of lipstick she wears, I understand that it’s for me.  On her 

mattress, I recline and watch.  We’ve just returned from The Kennel Club where we pogoed to a 

band called Arms Akimbo whose blend of East African rock’n’roll and Western Ohio polka still 

gallops like a drunken giraffe in my mind, even as I stir my Banker’s Club bourbon with a pinkie 

growing numb from the ice.  In the cheap drop ceiling there is the scurry and scratch of rodents, 

but who cares?  They are Bach’s lost grace notes echoing forever contrapuntal in the rafters of 

our cathedral.

 After a few minutes a weather report muscles in on the melody, so Jasmine switches off 

the radio and curtsies to her partner, a shadow on the closet door.  As she does, a beam of light 

pierces the room drowning the warm orange glow of the candles we’ve scattered about.  Wild 

shadows riot in its sweep; the innocent geometry of a few sticks of furniture transmogrified into a 

cadre of Tasmanian Devils charging violently willy-nilly up the walls and across the ceiling.  In a 
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moment it’s all over and, drawn to the window, I look out in time to see a police cruiser turning 

slowly up 11th Street, passing a methodical search light over the fire escapes that cage the old 

brick structures there.  The filthy windows are dead eyes behind which I suspect all manner of 

vice and indulgence; vacant warehouses or small-time turn-of-the-century manufacturing 

operations whose gutted interiors still echo with an immigrant jabber that caresses the ventman 

who forked over his two bucks in quarters and dimes not to shoot up,  but to watch and get 

warm.  Still, he’s got it better than his buddy down on the corner below us.  Three young hoods 

have come up to him where he lies at the mouth of the Market-Frankford subway.  Jasmine joins 

me at the window.  “What is it?”  We look on as the hoods begin to stick it to the old man good.

 Old socks with unripened fruit in them are said to make brutal weapons, more brutal than 

what’s to be found beneath Mayor Rizzo’s cummerbund on New Year’s Eve, but even these are 

mere toys compared to the weapons fashioned out of young men’s skulls wrapped tight in 

stocking caps.  The mind is a terrible thing to taste when unripe, capable of an insidious psychic 

subterfuge that will drive with stinging blows the hapless victim to a cerebral safehouse from 

which there may be no return.  To the valley of the dolls the victim may tumble, or to a mother’s 

arms already long years in the grave.  “What is it?” Jas says as the three unripened fruits pat their 

stocking caps, unroll the retractable mask until they all take on the appearance of SS camp 

guards gyrating in parody of Al Jolson.  One of them fans a dollar bill in front of the bewildered 

ventman, pinching it between thumb and forefinger, pinkie extended in hideous grace.  The 

others seem to urge the old man to perform.  They shout in his face, make slow, taunting, 

pleading, cajoling, circling gestures with gloved index fingers until, to their great amusement, the 

ventman flops over on his back and rolls the way a man on fire struggles to smother the flames.  

He’s retreating now, behind an expression of canine obsequiousness, drawing inward to a white 

frame house on a dead-end street in a small town on the lip of the crater of the Sinister Midwest.  

It’s a house in which his boyhood resides, littered with candy wrappers, cummy tissues, and the 

bloodied tampons with which sister used to chase him around the living room when they were 

alone and when the dust would glitter like graphite lubricant in the slanting orange rays of a late 
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summer’s afternoon sun.  She was so much older than him.  Dark stains on the matted carpet 

make him flush with boyhood shame.  No matter that the hooded faces swirling around him have 

him begging like an ill-trained terrier at the dinner table, limp wrists held up against his sunken 

chest:  the psychic blows can’t hurt him this far inside.  His pain has always risen from the inside 

out.  Speak Rover, speak!  C’mon boy! Let me hear ya!  These voices, like echoes from the 

future, lap over him distant and faint where he sits on the stairs tracing rose patterns in the 

peeling wallpaper, touching his fingers to the dried streak of Father’s blood that Mother never 

washed away.  “He hit me, Jean,” said the father, the malevolent fear in his voice imprinted once 

for all time.  Cobwebs hang from the cracked ceiling plaster and could it be there really is a 

broken gin bottle in the guts of Father’s spinet?  I said speak god damn it!  Bad dog!

 The ventman barks and coughs and spits and the hoods reward this man with the 

wrinkled dollar and a forty-ounce bottle of Ballantine malt liquor.  Slowly, determined, the 

ventman struggles at the twist-off cap, gets it off, takes a long hit, then begins to cover himself 

with his rags and newspapers and sheets of oily cardboard.  Even with the window closed I can 

hear the shrieks and laughter of the hoods as they trot off down Market.

 Jasmine takes me in her arms as I turn from the window and we remain there, silent, 

nose-to-nose, warm breath on parted lips, hearts beating quiet and slow.

 Hot wax knots into arthritic fingers that grow from of our candles to grip the window sill. 

The candlelight flickers staccato in glass reflection, rings the diaphanous image of our embrace, 

darkened and obscure, in a shimmering orange corona of unsteady flame.  From the radio comes 

a sad, spectral voice rising and falling over the bluest notes; a woman’s voice rich with a pain 

that reaches out to us across the years on a scratchy recording.  And there can be no doubt that 

the disk jockey has corrected for the record’s slight warp by taping a quarter to the B-side at just 

the right spot.  “Your dance,” I say to Jasmine, whispering, conscious of the nicotine and 

bourbon on my breath, “was Nijinski’s jealous dream, a thing at once so mighty and so Amish as 
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to conjure back the head to Isadora Duncan’s shoulders in a tornado of light pouring down from 

the Acropolis like the blessified waters of James Brown’s very own Grecian urn.”

 “The true dance,” says Jasmine, taking me by the shoulders and corralling my gaze as if 

we were all alone in the middle of a Rogers and Hammerstein stage set, “is something 

undreamed of by Fred Astaire as he walks out into the galaxy on a sidewalk of dewy asteroids, 

puffing on a Chesterfield in time with that ubiquitous slap-that-bass stride of his in a flick playing 

nightly and forever on the rain-splashed screen of heaven’s drive-in movie.  It’s not the little 

shadow game I played for you, much less the arid bump and grind, the liturgy mechanized as any 

St. Peter’s Mass in which I, confessor-priestess, transubstantiate the pseudo lust, the flailing 

desire, the lost eroticism of my parishioners, those hopeless fucks whose phallus can only 

become manifest in the tubular nine-foot balloons with which they make offerings to my thighs, 

my crotch, my tits.  The true dance is always going on out there.”  She gestures with a nod 

toward the window.  “There’s a real choreography out there, Ruineux, a dervishness:  two and a 

half million quarks spinning and curling, unaware of their fundamental nature, questing in the 

rubble and murmur to be part of a larger constituent of matter.  Perhaps an anti-choreography, 

tied to nothing so much as an Arthur Murray follow-the-numbered-footprints pattern, it’s a 

choreography nonetheless.”  

 Jasmine takes my hand and leads me across the room, there sitting me down on her 

mattress.  Then, bare feet padding over dusty floorboards, she disappears into the breakfast nook 

from which I know there will come the ripping treble crunch, an Arctic chord struck on a polar 

instrument as yet to be invented but which still conjures the hauntingly barren register of the 

walrus-bone piccolo in need of subtle, native percussion:  there will come the sound of fresh ice 

broken from the aluminum tray.  She’ll drop the ice into tumblers stolen from the Ho Sai Gai and 

the shards will pop and crack in bourbon seizure.  As she sets the bottle of Banker’s Club back 

down on the counter, I’ll begin to relate the vision I fear will become for me a self-fulfilling 

prophesy:  befuddled days spent in a solitary room; friends long dead, lives something other 

people lead; of one dish, one mug, one pot in which to heat my food; of memory and media 
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dovetailed, muddled, and spun into the only story attached to my name; of the chilly mid-

November night in Philadelphia to which I will always be obliged to return.  It’s a recurring  

night fantasy that has dulled the ears of no shrink, unless Jasmine is my shrink.  She very well 

may be.  I’ve told her before, I tell her now; just as I always will, reaching to the tumbler of 

Banker’s Club offered from that long, graceful hand of hers, fingertips moist with condensation.  

I take a sip of the bourbon and she strokes my hair.  “Perhaps it will happen just that way, 

Ruineux,” tired of reassuring me.  She crosses her legs at the ankles and in one easy movement 

lowers herself Indian style to the mattress beside me.  “Now I want you to listen to a story of 

mine,” turning off the radio.  “It’s no dream.  It’s a story of the dance.”

 She gathers up her words in a quick, audible breath strong enough to rouse the candle 

nearest the mattress.  “An essence of green walnuts enveloped me one night as I waited for the 

42 bus at 5th Street.  The illuminated clockface in the tower of Independence Hall made up for a 

stingy crescent moon which, in spite of itself, allowed the randomly lit windows in the 

surrounding office towers to shine all the more brightly—like low stars—and I knew then the 

bent women behind them, emptying wastebaskets and plying their heavy hearts against the 

handles of Electrolux vacuums that vibrated white noise and sucked their souls.  I felt ridiculous 

for my aching calves, my stiff shoulders; for my manicure; for the eighty-five dollars, my night’s 

work, rolled into a tiny paper log and shoved through a slit cut in the waistband of my jeans, 

secure beneath a wide leather belt; for carrying a compact; for the postcard in my bag from Zane, 

traveling in Belgium, on which was depicted a hand holding a piece of paper printed with the 

words “Kunst is Modder” in Helvetica type.  I felt ridiculous and distracted over the way I found 

the scent of green walnuts not unlike that of your semen; over the way it aroused me.  A furtive 

silhouette appeared in a window of the PSFS tower and I could see it was a woman, hair done up 

in a surprisingly tall bouffant rounded out in the happy shape of a hot air balloon.  At first I 

thought she was washing the window, the way her arm began to sail back and forth above her 

head, but I realized there was no chamois in her hand, no smear of ammonia on the glass:  she 

was waving:  waving to the city, to the north; to Walnut Street and Chestnut Street and Market 
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Street and Arch:  waving all the way up to Fishtown.  ‘Here I am,’ she was saying.  ‘Get to know 

me, Philadelphia.  Take me to that ghostly white frame erected in memory of Ben Franklin’s 

house and I’ll sanitize his cesspit good, so’s the touristas won’t cough up their hot pretzels and 

mustard laughing at his little marbley shits.’

 “Behind me, on a park bench seeded with history and petrified condoms steeped in the 

aura of Independence Hall, there were two lovers.  Perhaps they were pimp and whore.  The man 

was built, black, handsome; seemed to have the confidence with which men used to getting their 

way in various manipulations of women carry themselves.  The woman struck me as beautiful in 

her exhaustion.  Her long dark sensuality was molded into a black skirt that rode upward as she 

divined the man’s heart with her lips and her tongue.  There was something desperately 

languorous about the scene they made and as I stood there in the musky night on the corner of 

Independence, watching them, waiting, I ached for your cock.  I was resuscitated.  Though we’re 

daily faced with the prospect of an eternal Burma Death March, I thought, our nights will pour 

smooth from polished green bottles.  I will be Ruineux’s little whore, I said to myself, but he will 

bend to my every will and whim and the image we create will be piloted to the stratosphere in 

the belly of a B-52, a B-52 that will open its bomb bay doors to bathe the city in the clean white 

nostalgia of the collective unconscious.”

 Jasmine takes a sip of her drink and adjusts herself on the mattress.  I offer a cigarette, 

but she waves it away with a gentle imperiousness meant to reassert her role as raconteuse and 

mine as attentive Žcouteur.  For a moment, she gazes at the lozenges of ice still left in her 

tumbler, a psychic reading the secret of tea leaves, then takes another mincing sip of the watery 

bourbon.  She continues.

 “I was running eccentric with images that filled my heart, and as I searched out the 

fragrance of phantom green walnuts I hit upon Ben’s specter strolling beneath still branches.  

Franklin bent with a puffy effort to pick the unripened fruit from the glittering sidewalk only to 

frown at the green stain and the discomfiting odor it left on his hand.  Still and all, after flipping 

the walnuts over his shoulder, he held, for a time, his acrid fingers beneath his nostrils.  Then he 
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spat on his fingers, rubbed them vigorously in his dirty handkerchief, returned the handkerchief 

to his pocket with a dainty flourish, and strode away rehearsing to himself a shaggy dog story 

that began:  ‘A harelip walks into a tavern and requests of the proprietor an ale and a bag of nuts.  

The proprietor, renowned for having the largest proboscis in all of Philadelphia ....’  I couldn’t 

make out the rest; he was too far gone and other, more earthly specters were beginning to harass 

me back to my senses:  the phantoms of petty thieves who robbed a nearby townhouse and 

who’d cast away the more mundane loot in the shrubs that bunch out over the retaining wall 

bordering the courtyard of Independence.  Perhaps they meant to return for that copper teapot; 

for the Chinese birdcage (its occupant flown away or feeding now from the palm of Francis of 

Assisi) that lay across the exposed roots of the shrubbery, empty but unbroken; the German 

mantle clock, glass dome and precision guts hopelessly smashed but perhaps worth salvaging for 

the busty little fraul‘ins and belederhosened wundermenschen whose hourly polka is forever 

interrupted; the rosewood case that held the silverware with which the thieves absconded; and 

the Krups espresso maker that most likely was a profound mystery to them.  It occurred to me 

that of all these items, the clock seemed most likely to inspire their return, not out of a 

sentimental attachment to the Lilliputian dancers, but rather out of practical concern over the 

evidence manifest in the clock’s hands frozen on the hour of the crime.  I kept my eyes open.

 “On the sidewalk, incongruous, a bathroom scale inspired in me a smile and the sudden 

compulsion, resisted, to step on it and see where the needle came to rest.  I tried to fit the scale 

with the other discarded loot and wondered about the thief who would bother with such a 

mundane, clunky item of dubious value.  Life must be treating well the burglar who hauls off 

with a bathroom scale cradled under his arm. The dough’s been coming in regular and he’s taken 

to eating in restaurants:  rich meals laden with cholesterol and fat washed down with plenty of 

Robert Mondavi and, if the mood should strike him, a stop-off after dinner in a bar that serves 

sweet ales brewed by Belgian monks.  Why shouldn’t he?  With the tailored threads he sports he 

can drink elbow-to-elbow with arbitrageurs and capos and a jeweler who drunkenly brags in 

great detail about the security systems he’s just installed.  The thirty-four waistband on his 
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tailored slacks, however, is not as comfortable as it used to be and the girlfriend’s starting to ride 

him about his spare tire.  He’s become sensitive about his physique, has put himself on a diet, 

found himself a scale to track his progress.  But he had to chuck the scale this time around and 

there I stood, gazing at it:  a curiosity to me; an instrument I haven’t needed in my life but which 

nonetheless screamed out for me to use it, right there on the sidewalk.  I may have, but I don’t 

think I could have borne the stares of a girl who had wandered up the stop and who, I sensed, had 

already begun watching me.  She wore a funny yellow hat with a plastic sunflower on it and I 

thought: My god, is she from Kansas?  In her arms was a brown paper bag from which she was 

eating tortilla chips, and as she munched her gaze swung with tennis-spectator intensity from 

myself to the couple on the park bench and back.  My eyes wandered, too, and I could see on the 

bench that the lovers still snaked against each other in the gloom and darkness of history.

 “While all these phantoms stirred my night a vague fear manifest itself in my darting 

eyes, in the tightness at the back of my neck, in the grip that began to sweat around the length of 

heavy chain I carried in the open pouch of my shoulder bag.  I felt as though violence, if ever it 

were to befall me, would kick in the door of that night.  I began to wait for it.  I saw it coming in 

the faces of the wild drunks pouring out of bars all over the city (keeping, mind you, their asses 

one step ahead of the bouncer’s heavy boot) as they shouted and shoved each other into the 

stifling night air thick with walnut.  From every direction I heard the shrieks of drunks and 

madmen, the howling vagueness of evil capable of curdling the lymph in my very nodes and yet 

only managing to inspire in me an embarrassing, frustrated shiver that made my nipples go hard 

and the new stubble under my arms rise up in a chafing itch.  Feeling the length of chain woven 

in my fingers, I thought to myself that, if I had to, I really could use the thing viciously, strike at 

the face, leave my attacker disfigured and pleading on one knee on the sidewalk.  I rehearsed the 

violence over and over in my mind, accustomed myself to the dull crack of the silvery chain as it 

tore strips of flesh from a face, put out an eye, whipped blood away to rain down on the 

sidewalk, sent shards of teeth bulleting into the darkness.  I think I actually heard the delicate 

wind-chime ringing of the chain, as if from within a well-insulated attic in which the blood caked 
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up on cotton candy strands of fiberglass, and realized to my profound horror that it could be a 

music to delight my ears.  The would-be attacker’s screams would be nothing more than a 

forgettable Wagnerian interlude in my psychic Nuremberg rally:  no mercy was possible in a attic 

so exquisitely suited to my purpose.”

 Tears of a vintage I cannot calculate script a parallel code onto Jasmine’s face and, as she 

smears them away with the heels of her palms, I sense their point of origin long precedes the 

telling of this story.  There is a deeper violence being sifted through this tale, I think, a violence 

that can only filter from its source through the language of Jasmine’s imagination.  She is a 

raconteuse, the one true story teller between us capable of trenching a canal for words that will 

pause only to rise or descend in the most interesting locks, but always with the sense that the 

freight will arrive at its destination and on time.  Deep down into herself, silent now, cheeks 

shiny and flushed from tears, she is lost to me as if gone to a cloister nestled on a heap of slag 

bigger than Pittsburgh where the good women, muslin habits hanging open at the back like 

hospital gowns, purge with an ascetic fetish for pain self-inflicted, scrub themselves with pumice, 

and gather their prayers like pterodactyl bones coaxed out of the substratum of crippled emotion.  

A stray lock of her hair hangs down and curls into her sweaty glass.

 “I was alive,” she says, looking me in the eye, yoking me once again to her words, “I was 

alive with a hideous blood lust and ready to lash out, but it was not a brutalizer that came striding 

out of my fear that night; it wasn’t even so much as a fumbling drunk slurring his flaccid 

proposition.  Barefoot, wearing nothing but a large, salt-white shirt that billowed about him and 

glowed against his dark flesh, the apparition bound for me was a mad prophet marching out of 

the wilderness toward a destiny tethered somewhere in the asphalt grid; a lunatic, born of that 

grid, searching for the lost common thread that had once bound him to the rest of us.  His stride 

was purposeful, and with every other step he ritualistically cracked the sidewalk with a long, 

bent stick.  On some distant goal his eyes were fixed and with himself he carried on a raucous 

conversation: ‘Sweep, oh!  Sweep, oh!’ he said.  To himself he replied a sweet recitative:  ‘Ki-yi, 

ki-yi, ki-yi.’  His chant became a call and response with one voice:  ‘Sweep, oh!  Ki-yi!  Sweep, 
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oh!  Ki-yi!  I sweep  ’em up on Mole Street—Sweep, oh!  Ki-yi!—I sweep ’em down on 

Bainbridge.’  Sweep, oh!  Ki-Yi.  ‘One more penny for the dime museum!  Bushnell’s Turtle’s in 

the mausoleum.  Man, you is the gloomiest looking wreck of finery and frippery as could ever be 

imagined!  Oh yeah.  Sweep, oh!  Sweep, oh!’

 “My heart broke in the face of this gentle insanity, this time-lost chimney sweep, and 

ached over the violence with which it had so recently been filled.  And it well could be that I 

actually reached out to him, took his hand, and spun with him on the sidewalk.  He was, after all, 

not the sweep himself, but the little boy prone to fits of coughing who trailed behind the sweep 

with a soot bag and straw broom; the boy who would empty his pocket of pennies each night for 

a plate of Great Northern beans.  We danced sweetly in the aroma of walnut while the half-wit 

girl munched her chips and the lovers, pimp and whore, drowsed on the parkbench.  ‘My daddy’s 

the sweep,’ he told me as our two-step carried us into the clockface in the tower of Independence.  

Bats fluttered all around then took off for the trees when the faux bell started chiming the hour.  

At last the length of chain slipped from my fingers as I slid off the hour hand and down to the 

bus stop in time to see what was, after all, no apparition but merely a lost soul with no one in the 

world. He’d quieted himself, and paused to examine the bathroom scale.  I understood, with 

pleasure, inevitability, but this did not dull my amazement as I watched the sweep’s son step up 

on the scale.  For several minutes he remained on this unexpected perch, eyes fixed on the figures 

and the lines.  Then he shook his head with amused disgust, stepped down, gave the scale a 

shove with his knobby foot, and strode away toward the Delaware.  ‘Sweep, oh!  Ki-yi!’  As 

before, drunken laughter echoed distant in a hidden night alley lending to the dance its flavor of 

neurotic mirth.”

 Jasmine sets her drink aside and begins to massage her eyeballs with the middle finger of 

each hand. She yawns.  Reaching for my pack, she takes a cigarette and lights up, draws deep, 

holds the smoke in her lungs until the green light returns to her eyes.  I offer to freshen our 

drinks, but she waves the suggestion off saying:  “Ruineux, when will I hear your real story?  All 

this moaning of yours about a self-fulfilling prophesy in the never-ending one-room single-
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occupancy hotel of your tarnished golden years is becoming a nuisance and a bore and if that’s 

what you’re sticking in all those envelopes you might as well forget it.  Tell me a story, Ruineux; 

spin me a yarn that for once and for all will lift me out of the pages of my back-issue library of 

Look, that will hammer me into an arabesque sympathetic to the baroque imagination I know is 

spiraling purple behind those nostalgic gray-blue eyes.  An exotic dancer needs to thrall in a 

word music that she can drink down like a potion:  an antidote that heals by virtue of the dance 

macabre we all carry inside:  tense memory and sore imagination laxed and loosened under the 

spell of well-torqued sentences unraveling a language of the healer.  Dit moi, Ruineux.  Tell me 

the story kept hidden beneath your net of camouflage.” 
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